BUI Enforcement/Seated SFST Refresher

0800 – 0850 Module One – Introduction and Detection Phases
    Break

0900 – 1050 Module Two – The Seated Battery of Standardized Field Sobriety Tests
    Break

1100 – 1200 Module Three – Proficiency and Final Exam/Program Conclusion

BUI Enforcement/Seated SFST Refresher

This 4 hour training package is designed for officers who have already received training through one of the other three BUI training courses. This refresher will help officers recall the fundamentals about the three detection phases and will sharpen their skills related to the administration and evaluation of subject performance on the Seated SFSTs.
Essentials of BUI Detection and Enforcement Course Agenda

This 2-day course is designed for law enforcement officers who are new to enforcing BUI laws and have already received training in DUI enforcement and the standing SFSTs. This course properly equips new maritime law enforcement officers with the knowledge and tools needed to be effective at BUI enforcement.